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proJect time needed 
yd warns of plan stagnation 
by Phil Czs,. 
1 recent Worcester Sunday Telegram 
Professor John Boyd (MEl out· 
discussed aspects of a WPI 
wltl'l emphasis on qualifying 
work, and in particular detailing the 
of a study completed by Boyd and 
Tom Keil (PHI on lOP's completed 
the Plan was initiated. 
.._.viell'llad by Newspel!lk this past week, 
expounded on the statements he 
1n the article, statements which 
the quantity of faculty participation 
evaluations on the quality of past 
.... rnoMitea lOP's, and opinions on how the 
process at WPI should be 
to meet the goals of the original 
figures generated from Boyd's study 
one startling fact 25 per cent of 
are advising 70 per cent of the 
performed. According to Boyd, this 
may simply indicate that a lot of faculty just 
aren't involved in lOP's because they think 
in terms of the old, conventional education 
process, and are teaching like they did 
before the Plan's existence. 
Another statistic shows that while the 
ori inal Plan scheme was designed so that 
students would be spending approximately 
25 per cent of academic time on project and 
associates work, today an average of only 
12.5 per cent of that time is spent on 
projects. 
Boyd feels that these figures show a 
distinct need for getting back to the fun-
damental precepts the Plan originally set 
forth. He does not think that the 12.5 per 
cent time spent on projects Is anywhere 
near enough. In ordef to retum to these 
fundamental goals, he believes that " We 
need an administrative design so that 
faculty will put project priorities first." In his 
opinion, it is solely the faculty who ere to 
blame for their low project activity, for It 
was the faculty themselves who first voted 
in the present educational program baaed 
on the self learning concept, when the Plan 
was inaugurated. 
Despite the Implementation of the Plan, 
Boyd thinks that students and faculty are 
still putting high priority on courses, and 
that courses are being thought of as being 
far more important than any project ec· 
tivity. Personally, he feels that the number 
of courses students take should be cut in 
Mlf, in order to create time for more project 
lmlolvement Further, the faculty should 
heve only two courses a year to teach, 
allowing them more time for projects. 
Part of the problem with the faculty Ia 
that they have no real Incentive for working 
on projects. While for students the " reward 
structure" is O.K. because they must do 
projects as degree requirements, there Is 
just no reward structure for the faculty. As 
Boyd says: "It Is hard for faculty to get 
involved in lOP's, bu t very easy not to get 
involved," In order to remedy this problem, 
he reiterates that there must be a specific 
administrative design for tne faculty 
consistent w1th the project concept. 
As projects require being able to 
document, take data, research information, 
etc. Boyd feels strongly that the curriculum 
should be leading up to giving students Iota 
of expenence 1n modeling systems, wnting 
reports. and the like. In addition to being 
taught, he believes that "we must build in 
an ability for students to teach them-
selves." 
Boyd practices this belief on his own 
students to whom he has assigned the 
writing of technical reports, Instead of 
giving them examinations. He also has the 
students evaluate each other's reports, and 
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$1.25 million 
ynton ready by fall 
by Jelln Martin 
ACcording to College Engineer Antony J. 
-.unaitila, the OVfll one hundred year old 
Hall will be ready for partial oc-
ln June end fully done, on 
_ --·-·-· In time for next fall. 
The building W88 cloeed about two years 
when testa revealed that certain 
members were being overtoeded. 
... .W1t~. attributed the support weaken-
the use of the atructu,. aa an office 
Becau• it had been built primarily 
In a timl before 
-•a1tina forma. Boynton Hall was not 
to hold the V88t Admlnl8trative 
• modem college requifee. 
renovation OVfll the yean, com-
~ with mejof chengee made In 1966 
llllkwmed the cleatooma into ~. 
The current project, coating ap· 
.-natety 1.25 million dollars, Ia for 
-.:tural chengM, not for any greet ap-
~ change~. &pecletfy In the flm 
.. hallway, the complexion of a 
-Mnth century building will be 
~ The upper story hal• will be 
llfltlv more modem in appurence. 
"eddition to the recently poured cement 
.. ftoor and the steel jolsta lnltalled to 
Will be 11free agent" 
support the second and third floors, there 
wiR be other changes in Boynton. The 
building is being made handicapped ec-
C8811ble by the addition of an elevator 
wtlich will serve all floon and the 
basement. The baaement itself has been 
excavated, bringing It to a uniform ceiling 
height. A new heating and cooling system 
has been inltalled, with the heavy 
equipment actually gqlng in the Power 
Plant. The walls were a'-o Insulated for the 
first time. New windows are being put in 
throughout the buDding. The electrical, 
plumbing, end aprink* syaterN are at.o 
being replaced. 
The reopernng wiU bring back under one 
roof the school administration, which has 
been spread out all over campus. Moving 
thee& various groupe required taking over 
lab and clataroom apace, which is greatty 
needed. The return to Boynton will free up 
theM area With the exception of the 
Student Affairs Office, which wiR remain in 
Daniels, all of the adminlltration will be 
returning to their former office 8f'NL Rub-
naitis feels that the administration will be . 
more efficient in the new Boynton becau• 
the Inhabitants have had a chance to 
customize their offices. 
Hazzard: 111nformal consultant'' 
by Richllrd Goldn»n 
As you probably already know, WPI will 
tiCperience a transition of power during the 
month of June. President George Henard 
v.ll relinquish his position to Dr. Edmund T. 
Cnlnch. For an insight Into Pres. Hazzard's 
lale aftar the presidency, this reporter 
conducted an interview with WPI'a chief. 
Once the change of office takes place, 
'-· Haz:zard will be devoid of any 
abllg.tions to the school. He will no longer 
~on the payroll, and will, u is customary 
~~~~" college presidents, receive no tenure. 
AI of now, his only tentative arrangement 
Yrilh WPI is to be an advisor for the 
Wllhington Project Center during B term 
of neKt year. In view of his future position 
with WPI, Pres. Hazzard appropriately 
termed himself as a "free agent." 
A a far aa Pres. Hazzard' a auoclation 
with Dr. Cranch is concefned, our present 
lieder will hold "an informal, unretalned 
consulting position." Pres. Hazzard stated 
lhlt he will not be looking over Or. 
Cranch'a ahouldef, and will only provide 
advice when asked for it. He also added 
that he will abide to the " baalc fundamental 
principle of speaking only when spoken 
to." 
As is readily apparent, Pres. Haz.zard has 
the utmost confidence in his succesaor. 
Pres. Hazzard remarked that, "Dr. Cranch 
should be the symbol and active head of 
the college." He may have picked up this 
philosophy from his predecessor, General 
Stork, who believed that after leaving one 
post, it is gone for good. Pres. Hazzard 
feels that he can best serve WPI by yielding 
all of the presidential duties to Or. Cranch, 
and by getting out of the wav. 
Since 1969, Pres. Hazzard has been the 
master of the WPI plan. The transfer of 
power to Dr. Cranch should be smooth and 
complete. According to Pres. Hauard, 
"there era good people in the ad· 
ministration to provide Or. Cranch with 
knowledge of the Plan." However, just in 
case Or. Cranch has any furthef difficulties, 
it is good to know that Pres. Hazzard will be 
available to provide support and advice. 
Carter proposes new 
financial aid plan 
tCPS) - In an effort to head off 
congreuional action he doeen't approve of, 
President Carter announced his own 
program for aid to middle-Income ltudents 
and their families. 
Dealing a staggering blow to the tuition 
tax credit bill (the Peckwood-Moynihan bill) 
now before Congrea, Carter propoeed 
enlarging present financial aid programe to 
include middle-income familes with t1.2 
billion in Increased funds. Two million more 
students would become eligible for 
Federally funded programs by Oct. 1. 
Carter disclosed his program Feb. 8 at a 
press conference, flanked by key 
congressional leadefs. Their support Ia 
essential for passage through the various 
Senate and House committees. 
Six legislators, including Carl Perkins ( D· 
Kyl, Chairperson of the House Education 
and labor Committee and Sen. Claiborne 
Pelt lO-Rn, ChairpertOn of the Senate 
Human Resources Subcommittee on 
Education, endorsed Carter's personal and 
said qu1ck congressional approval was 
possible. 
Carter's plan comes in the midst of ef· 
forts in Congress to pass a controversial 
tuition tax credit bill. The Senate expressed 
approval of the concept by voting for 
similar bills; all died in the House. Some 
form of the bill was expected to pasa for the 
first time in the House this year. 
Stating his dluaproval for tuition we 
crediu, Carter said the nation can't afford 
his proposal• and a tax-credit plan, and 
added, "I will not accept both." The Carter 
administration has stated in the past tMt 
tuition tax credit.s would benefit thoN who 
don't need them. In ita present form, the 
Packwood-Moynihan bal calls for ecrOII· 
the-board tax credits. 
Carter's proposal cells for about $1 billion 
to expand the government's Basic Op-
portunity Grant program which provides 
scholarships to students Whose personal or 
family income is less than $16,000. Carter' a 
bill would raise the cutoff to $25,000 yearty. 
Work-study programs would also be 
increased with an additional $150 million. 
Anothef $100 million would go for 
government guaranteed student loans. 
That increase would come on top of a 
previously proposed $W million boost in 
the budget for fiscal 1979 which begins 
Oct. 1. Much of the previously proposed 
mcrease was due ro offtet rising costs due 
to loan defaults rather than increeu 
student participation. HEW Secretary 
Joseph Califano said the additional $100 
million would allow for an estimated 
260,000 new loans to students with family 
income from $16,000 to $45,000 per year. 
Legislators at the preaa conference 
announced hearings on Carter's aid 
propose! to begin that day in an effort to 
speed it along towards passage. 
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On student power 
To the Ed1tors: 
In tha February 28 1ssoe of NttWSpHk, 
Tom Daniels made some very pointed 
comments regarding the current state of 
student Involvement and student activity 
on the WPI campus As co-ordinator for 
one of the student groups on campus, I 
would also like to make a few comments 
regard•ng some of the assues ra•sed by the 
editorial, and the whole question of student 
power. 
To begm w•th, It IS obvious to anyone 
who th1nks about the structure of 
educattonal instttut•ons that students only 
have real power 1n those areas where they 
demand to have a say and where they are 
w1lhng to take respons1b11ity. The first 
requisite, demanding a say in decisions, 
arises because students are a transient 
group, and decislon·making gravitates 
towards more permanent faculty, staff, and 
trustees, unless students decide to con· 
sciously fight this gravitational pull. The 
second requisite. taking responsibility, 
arises because power exercised without 
responsibility results in poor decisions or 
tyrannical decisions, or simply no decisions 
at all. Practically speaking, this means (to 
use one of Mr. Daniels' apt examplet) that 
1f students wish to have input on faculty 
evaluations, they must responsibly form a 
committee that will meet regularly, and not 
rely on the ad hoc efforts of two frustrated 
students. 
Certa•nly the events of the late 1960's 
demonstrated that students are capable of 
gain1ng control over many of the deciSions 
that affect their lives. both on and off 
campus Even during the more apathetic 
70's, students have a large say at many 
schools in faculty evaluation, curriculum 
changes, long·range planning, etc. Clark 
University students, for example, recently 
formed a JOint student·faculty·trustee 
comm1ttee that Will recommend whether 
the school should continue its investments 
in corporations that do business in South 
Africa, complying with the racist laws of 
the apartheid regime. 
If students are only Willing to get In-
volved and accept the reaponsibilit188 that 
go along with involvement, their power WJ11 
not only increase on campus, but they may 
even become an effective political voice off 
campua, in the State House and elsewhere. 
To give one example, some years ago a 
PIRG student studying energy issuea 
decided that a Bottle Bill campaign should 
be waged in Mal88chusetts. Students were 
invaluable in gathering the signatures to 
place the question on the ballot, and to this 
day students are critical to the lobbying 
effons to pass a Bottle Bill, which Ia 
presently in committee in the legislature. 
PIRG students and staff are also looking to 
the quest1ons raised by the application of 
the meals tax (mentioned In the Daniels 
editoriall to dorm students on this and 
other campuses. Some students argue 
that it is inequitable to tax dorm students, 
who have no choice but to eat on campus, 
as if they were eating in a restaurant, while 
persons who eat in their own homes pay no 
tax on food. PIRG's Executt\18 Committee 
of students w1ll soon decide whether this is 
an 1ssue where effective and organized 
:student power should be exercised. 
At two other schools in Worcester, and a 
dozen more throughout the state, PIRG has 
been sponsoring lobbying and public in· 
terest skills workshops for the very purpose 
of training students how to organize 
themselves and become an effective force 
both on and off campus The students 
themselves will decide whether to utilize 
these skills to further tax breaks for families 
with college·bound children; to urge repeal 
of the meals tax for dorm students; or even 
to lobby the administration regarding input 
on faculty evaluations, setting of campus 
traffic rules, or the lack of hot water in 
campus buildings. 
Which brmgs me back to the initial point. 
If students w1sh to be effective on any of 
the issues mentioned, or other iasues which 
affect students, they must do two critical 
things: first, they must get involved and 
demand to have a say In the decisions that 
affect their lives, by organizing, attending 
meetings, doing research, etc.: eecond, 
they must accept the responsibility to carry 
1ssues through, do the necessary 
preparation. and commit the necessary 
time and energy to whatever goals are 
chosen. 
Although Mr. Daniels and I have 
disagreed on a number of substantive 
issues in the past, I can only commend him 
and agree with him for urging WPI students 
to get more involved in their own school. I 
only hope he is right when he dreams about 
a sudden flood of letters to the Editor 
suggesting things that can be done by WPI 
students. 
Sincerely, 
Charlet Harek 
P.S. I was also pleased to see that 
NewspHk now plans to run both aides of 
the nuclear power debate in its pages. The 
public can only benefit by a full airing of the 
many aspects of this difficult issue. Even 
among college seniors with technical 
majors, a recent survey shows that only 14 
percent could answer more than half the 
technical questions correctly on an exam 
covering knowledge pertinent to a decision 
on the Clinch River Breeder Reactor. (For 
full results of the survey, see Technology 
Review, Vol. 80, No. 4, p. 8.1 
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Warning to women 
To the Editor: 
Th1s letter is simply a warning to my 
fellow women students. Do not use the 
women's locker room tn the gym, if you 
must do so alone. Unfortunately, there has 
been another incidence of a Peeping Tom. 
If you w1sh to use the women's facilities 
m the gym, go •n pa1rs, or have a mate 
friend stand outside the door. This is 
naturally an inconvenience, but it is well 
worth the inconvenience not to suffer the 
1rntat1on of being a victim to this sort of 
thtng 
If you are a victim what do you do? Tell 
campus secunty. When I reported the 
inctdent I found the att1tude of the officer 
unacceptable. To counter my anger, 
!perhaps calm me down?l he said, "Well, 
these things happen.'' When I mentioned 
that rf I had caught the kid, I chased him to 
get a good look at him, I would have 
clawed h1s eyes out, the officer said I 
wouldn't want to do that, after all he might 
"grow up to be a father someday." 
Eventually I was told to return in the 
mornmg, they had some pictures of the 
they arrested last fall, but he didn' 
where they were. 
When I returned in the morning, 
were very different. For the first time 
college career I was impressed 
secunty. They have a naw · 
off1cer, who was both concerned 
'ful. He is young enough to 
student, when he ts in street 
which he is, only the gun under hiS 
grves him away He d1d quite a bit 
vestigating and though it was u 
was left With the feehng we had 
everything 
What does one do now? Hope 11 
happen aga1n, and use the 
measures noted above. The gym has 
student on duty outSide the 
locker room a few nights of the 
Perhaps pressure to post which nights 
service will be off&fed or to get the 
every night would be appropriate. 
then I plan to "shower with a friend" If 
only save water, but anxiety. 
- Name 
Anti-anti-nuke 
To the Editor. 
After reading Mr. Wasserman's anti-
nuclear article in NBWSpHic, I was still 
wondering what he was criticizing. The first 
paragraph complains about lobsters being 
killed by the construction of a dock. The 
fact that the dock was to 18f'Ve a nuclear 
plant is Immaterial. He also falls to say what 
percentage 250 lobsters is of the total, and 
whether or not this is a significant increase 
over how many lobsters would normally 
die. 
Later, Mr. Wasserman speaks of public 
concern over "atomic disaster revelations," 
"trradiated water," and offshore nuclear 
plants tn New Jersey. He does nothing to 
prove or disprove the validity of these 
concerns, he merely implies that the public 
is right. He then criticizes a concrete 
factory in New Hampshire for using up the 
water supply of nearby community. The 
fact that the concrete is going to be used in 
a nuclear plant is, again, immaterial (you 
can build a lot of things with concrete). Mr. 
Wasserman's only valid points in this part 
of the article are hla statements about 
abalone killed in California and s shipworm 
plague in New Jersey. 
The rest of the article is devoted 
criticism of the rising cost of nuclear 
and the effect this has on electric 
author does not give any indication 
what would happen to th9 cost of 
tricity without nuclear plants, not 
speculate on the cuese of the 
cost of nuclear power plants. 
much of the cost can be traced 
government red tape ll.e. 
Impact studies, court battles, 
brought about as a direct result of 
nuclear groups Not only does the red 
cost money, the construction 
caused by the red tape are even 
expensive. 
In short Mr. Wasserman has 
argument against nuclear power. All 
problems he points out could be 
making licensing, construct 
operation of nuclear plants more 
rather than by stopping nuclear 
altogether. The article deals with 
problems, not scientific ones, and it 
them from totally bialed standpoint. 
author offers no rational solutions to 
problems, he only points an accusing 
at his favorite scapegoat: nuclear 
William H. 
Aid problems 
To the Editor: 
It has recently been reported that 
Financial Aid distribution procedures are 
not as pure as procla1med. News that aid 
for football players Is increased as an in· 
cent1ve to attend W.P.t. is disturbing 
although not entirely unexpected. 'Better' 
students are also reported as receiving 
favored treatment. At first, these 
procedures appear to have merit. 
Presumably better students and football 
players make for a better school so 
everyone benefitS from them being 'in-
spired' to attend W.P.I. 
Upon closer examination, through, 
something stinks. No longer is financial aid 
a formula based on need but more 
'financial favortism'. This writer would be 
the last to doubt the competence of the 
Financial Aid Office IFAO) in determining 
nHd but somewhere a line need be drawn. 
We now have the FAO determining the 
quality of football playen and levefs of 
academ•c e•cellence as well. Poaibly the 
Athletic Dept. makes recommendations on 
mcreesed aid but is the Registrar now 
distributing academic standing lists, also? 
Each student has their own educational 
goal and a conception of how to get it, with 
the least possible effort. Some people 
would have us believe that quality can be 
JUdged by the percentage A.D. In courses 
or projects or the number of clubs joined or 
by offices held, and that we can distribute 
financial aid accordingly. To Judge the 
ments of a particular student and determ1ne 
h1s financial aid by any method is grosaly 
unfair. F1nancial aid must be entirely in· 
dependent of academic standing or 
physical prowess. Its purpose Ia not to 
develop athletic skill or even to improve the 
quality of education but solely it is to insure 
that any student who wishes to attend 
school may do so regardless of their ability 
to pay for it. 
The entire process of granting 
dubious. It requires that the 
complete numerous forma and to 
extent learn the fine art of eJU~tggeratialt 
becomes necessary to rnAvirr•i,a 
"How do I f1le that new turnllltDH" 
m1namize assets. generally by au<~rrr•intll• 
you can account for one-half of 
earn. (The guilt feelings alone are 
worth giving up the aid). There Ia a 
fanancial aid, certainly, but it mu 
dtstributed equably and herein tiel 
PfOblem. 
Programs are now underway by 
government to reform Financial Aid, 
the same way that Welfare has 
reformed. Uncle Sam would 
receive simple items like negative 
t11x end other tax credits instead 
current BEOG. The PfOCedureoa to 
such aid are the same but the 
changed to confuse the innocent • 
reform doublel the paperwork and 
the service. We must insure that 
hea an equal educational nnorv>rntnllnf.• 
have seen the belie inequitlea 
Pf8Sent system and this author 
like to propose a plausible solution. 
First, all grants would be 
They seem to be the moet easily 
and anyway, •f you're paying to 
someone and increase his-her 
potential why shouldn't he-
required to return a piece of the 
Secondly, all loans would be 
under the current NSDL rvronrr•m ~ 
NSDL program would be mcldlfted 
from its present structure. The 
would be raised to five or six per 
slightly above the break-even point 
allowing for adminiStering the nrt\t1r,.rw, 
other eKpenses. This will 
and inflation from robbing the 
lts funds. The borrowing limit 
!Continued to 
nears 
~victory 
~ M~e~aehusetts Bottle Bill H4182, filed by 
101 legialative co-sponaors, received 
_.,.tlelming support in the State Hou• 
pufii•~• rtbfU8tY 77, when government officials, 
-..men. environmentelists and many 
IDCII citizens Aroupa joined hands to 
promote a statewide " return to 
, 
~·-~• p1r100. " We anticipate the tegl.a.ture to 
ICI reeponsivelv thla election year and pea 
.. bottle bill. The proponen~ have bent 
- blclcwarda to inaure that the trensltton 
plriod once the bottle bill ia peaed wtll be 
balh .mooth and proeperooa. Maaachu· 
liltS delperetely needs a bottle biU to help 
IVitlllliilltl .._. our energy problema, reduce our 
Cllflfflowing lendtills and to create more 
~ul employment." 
Henlgl were held in the Joint Com-
llimle on Enefgv to dilcu• the bottte bill, 
en ect which would put a fiv&.oent 
...,_,m deposit on all gila and metal 
IIMn08 containers told in the state of 
~usetts. According to a 1976 
ecanomlc analysis by the Federal Ruerve 
..,. of Boston, a statewide depoeit lew 
would Increase employment, uve con-
....,. money, and reduce litter. In Ver-
111011\. where depoait legitletion has been in 
11t1ct Iince 1972, consumet'l are aeving at 
• t«J a year on retumable contalneta, 
whleliner has been reduced by more then 
40 parcent. 
The Massachuaetta Bottle Bill was 
IIIII'OWiy defeated in a reftrendum cam-
plifi in 1978, when proponents of the 
,_ were outspent by the beverage 
idMry 25-1 . Since that time, the bill has 
pfdled up increasing support from both the 
public and the state's leg ilia tors. 
The administration of Governor Dukakis 
concinuea to support the bottle bill 
-.....,eartedly. Testifying in favor of 
H4182 today were Howard Smith, 
Secretary of Economic Affairs, Evelyn 
PIRG blasts 
In a legislative hearing March 1, Mass 
P.IRG criticized the " litter tax" proposal 
ldwlncad by the bevenlge industry •• " a 
lhlllow attempt to confuse legiltators and 
dilllpate citizen support for the Bottle Bill." 
Appearing before the Joint Committee on 
TIXItions, Mass PIRG joined Governor 
Michael Oukakis and scores of statewide 
llld local citizen groupe In exposing the 
lair tax as " a simple and cosmetic ap-
PIOICh designed to let the industry off the 
hook.'' 
Mea PIRG staff per10n Norman Stein 
commented: " Since the Introduction of 
lhrowaway container~, the beverage ln-
**rv has been able to pe~a on the hidden 
COlli of throwaways to COOIUmers via 
~ texet for litter clean-up and aolid 
-. dilposal; and higher conaumer ~ 
far beer and _,ft drinks." 
MI. PIRG teatified that the litter tax 
doea not addre~~ our energy con..-vation 
llltlblem; does not reduce our IOiid waste 
PIOblem; does not lower beverage ce»t1; 
llld pr0J>C184* an Inefficient. ineffective 
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Murphy, Secretary of Environmentel Af· t 
fairs, and Christine SuHivan, Secretary of 
Consumer Affairs. 
Massachusetts Is not the only ltate 
working on the bottle bill. Four ltates 
already have deposit lawa I Maine, 
Mict.igan, Oregon and Vermont), while 
almost every other state is trying to peas 
the Issue. Victories are impending in Iowa 
and Connecticut. 
The bottle bill is expected to be favorably 
voted out of committee, wtfen it will go to 
the full House for a floOr vote. Action will 
follow in the Senate. 
ruse 
solution for litter and recycling. " The litter 
tax is merely a deceptive ploy packaged by 
a desperate industry in a vain attempt to 
defeat a Bottle Bill which has finally ac-
cumulated the legislative support, including 
101 co-sponsors, to win enactment this 
year," Stein added. 
" Having purchased a referendum 
election narrowly in 1976 with out-of-state 
dollars, the industry is now buying the 
services of consultants to manufacture 
more distortions and generate confusion to 
defeat the Bottle Bill," Stein noted. " It will 
not work this year." 
Litter tax '-ws have been enacted in 
Washington, California and Colorado 
following strong indultry preaure. While 
industry-sponsored studiel have shOwn 
that the litter tex ia effective, all other 
studies have demonstrated the over-
whelming SUP8t"ioritv of the Bottle Bill, not 
only in reducing litter, but aiao in saving 
energy, reducing .acid wllte, creating 
employment, and lowering beverage costs. 
JS 
PI RG lauds decision 
The Massachusetts Public Interest 
Research Group IMass PIRGI March 2 
praised the State Department of Public 
Utilities for its decision this week denying 
Boston Edison two-thirds of Its $73 million 
rate increase request. Citing Company 
mismanagement and inefficiency as the 
principal basis for their decision, the OPU 
was also highly critical of Edison's con-
struction plans for future nuclear power 
plants. 
Mass PIRG was grouped with the Mass 
Law Reform Institute and Mass Fair Share 
as consumer group intervenors in • op· 
position to the rate hike. Other groups such 
as the Boston Clamshell Alliance also took 
part in the hearings. The Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts was represented by the 
Department of the Attornov C1P.neral. 
• • • Aid 
[Continued from Page 21 
raised to J..4000 dollars per school year, or 
the cost of tuition, room and board, which 
ever is lower. Loans would be made directly 
to the college and interest would accrue 
three months from leaving school. 
Repayment should commence at the same 
time anq the loan having a limit of 10-20 
years for completion. Thirdly, applicationt 
for these loana would be simplified. The 
student would be required to sign a proof-
of-borrowing atatement detailing the 
particulars of making the loan and to state 
the name of the school and the addreee to 
which the money will be 8ent. 
The OPU decision aignificantly affecu 
the amount of rate increase that will be 
reflected in the utility billa of Edison 
customers. In dollars and cents, the 
average customer will pay f17 cents more e 
month, .rather than the $5 monthly increase 
sought by the original Edison request. 
Mad" PIRG staff attorney Bob Gainet 
commented; " The DPU decision is 1 
message to all public utilities that 
customers will not be expected to bear the 
cost of inept company management and 
unwise construction policies. Wopefully, 
public utilities will now take a closer look at 
the way they spend their existing financa, 
before they hold out their hands and ask 
the state to approve additional rate in-
creases." 
is probably a rich kid hoping to get out from 
underneath an overbearing parent and do it 
on their own, not to mention the vat 
majority In betWeen obligated to stretch the 
truth. It becomes simply a matter for in-
dividual decision, to accept the respon-
sibility of attending school and of financing 
the venture, to receive these loans and 
should be the only requirement of any 
prospective student. 
Only through this program, or one 
similar, can the inequities of the preMnt 
system be eliminated and yet still allow 
favored treatment for any IChool that 
wishes to have it. If the 1'810urces were 
available or if it were pouible to save 
$4,000 during the summer, I would 
graciouliy return my aid with a few 
suggestions on where to invest it. 
Should students pay? 
Our cone«n here is not with bureaucrats 
or the sanctity of financial aid as it now 
administered but with providing a ayatern 
fair to ttudent, school and government 
alike. No longer would aid be baaed on 
need but rather on dMire, a desire to 
finance one' s own education. For every kid 
trying to pull himself out of the ahetto there 
Steven Kanevaki 
An angry 79 
ICPS) - " Nobody forces students to go to 
tollege ... Since they're the primary 
'*'eflclaries of their education they should 
pick up most of the cost." 
Thil was the reasoning behind the 
" leern, Earn and Reimburse Plan" 
IC.Iitomia Assembly Bill 671 I proposed -
lnd defeated - last month. Sponsor Bud 
Col1ief ( R·Arcadla) has Introduced the bill 
every year since 1963, and each year the 
DemoCratic·controlled legislature votes it 
down. 
But Collier believes that state taxpayers, 
8) percent of whom haven't attended 
~•supparted colleges. are bearing an 
" ntust burden. Californians will fork out 
roughly $2 2 billion in state funds for higher 
education this year. Collier's plan would 
transfer part of their bill to California 
students • 
His plan proposes that students either 
PIVan 1ncreased 12 percent In tuition costs 
at a t1me of enrollment, or sign a 
promissory note to the state. The note 
would allow them to defer payments until 
after graduation, attain a minimum Income 
level of $10,000, and pay It off within 20 
years. 
Collier, who put himself through Oc-
cidental College as an economics major 40 
years ago, feels that students can do the 
same today. Opponents of the b ill, such as 
the UC and California State Student and 
Administration Lobbies, disagree. 
"If the bill had passed, many students 
would be forced to drop out of school or 
borrow heavily," said Jon Haber. co· 
director of the UC Student Lobby. The-
public wants low·cost educatton opan to 
people of all economic backgrounds, said 
opposing assemblyman Gary Hart ID·Santa 
Barbara). 
Colher apparently believes that public 
opinion may change. He says he plans to 
introduce the bill again next year 
Functional" illiterates 
I CPS) - As concern grows over the lack of 
writing abilities of college students, the 
faculty at the University of Mtchigan's 
College o f Literature Science and the Arts 
have adopted strict requirements that make 
Freshman Comp. 101 look good egatn. 
All students entering the College after 
A ugust 1979 will have to compose a writing 
sample at the U·M and subm1t it for en 
"entrance assessment," even transfer 
students and students scoring htgh on 
advance placement examinations. On the 
bas1s of this assessment, students will be 
either assigned to a tutonal course followed 
by an introductory composition course, 
placed d1rectly in the Introductory com· 
position course, or eKempted from the 
tntroductory composttiort requirement 
After the sophomore year, each student 
w tll be required to complete a writing 
course or program in his or her area of 
concentration. When such a course or 
program 1S not offered in the .student's area 
o f concentration, tt must be taken in some 
other area. 
This "upperclass w nting requirement" -
whtch well be phased into the curriculum 
over the next three and one-halt years - ts 
designed for tnstruct1on en "the persuasive 
organizateon of signeftcant materials'', as 
faculty nottced that most students had 
problems wtth organizatton and argument. 
About ten percent of entering Ltterature, 
sctence and Arts students need more at· 
tcnt1on that con be offered in U·M s 
present mtroductorv composition courses 
., '-' at•PCISO!L Oantel Fader. 
I~ 
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criticize them, an exerc1se which he cites as 
extremely valuable. 
Toward pro1ect work, he thinks that it 
would be helpful to build confidence earlier 
m freshman or sophomore years, as it is 
very hard for studente to take the Initiative. 
Thus it becomes important to lead students 
up to be able to talk and deal with both 
their academic and project advisors early. 
One major obstacle in the path to retum 
to the Plan's goals is the student-faculty 
ratio. Boyd notes that while the student 
body slze has increased dramatically, the 
faculty size has not. He feels that many 
faculty are being over burdened with the 
numbet of teaching asaignments, number 
of advisees. and project activity. The only 
solution is to hire more teachers or admit 
less students. 
Aside from what he &eea as the 
inadequacies of the present system, Boyd 
does not wish to demean any of the past 
completed interactive projects. In preparing 
his study on the quality of lOP's Boyd 
examined a fair number of random samples 
and terms them " impressive." Although 
WPI students are often criticized for their 
ability to read and write, Boyd was par-
ticularly pleased with what he found. There 
were some bad reJ)Orts, but on the whole 
• Boyd was awed at the high quality and 
wealth of subjact matter, especially in 
ethics topics such as Bioethics. 
Boyd hopes to see things happen in the 
near future. With the present state of af-
fairs, he feels that sooner or later 
something must give, and changes will be 
forced to occur. He believes the original 
Plan goals ere realistic to use, but the first 
step to be taken Is to improve the student-
faculty retio. Once this is done, more major 
steps may be taken. Action must be taken 
to avoid stagnation of the Plan, for as Boyd 
puts it "We are stuck on a plateau (in the 
development of the Plan) . . and we must 
move on, for we don't want to stay on that 
plateau." 
Tune reading skills 
IAAPl About 86 per cent of the work you 
do as a college student Involves reading. It 
is the single most important learning skill, 
and yet many students are bogged down in 
war reading habits that can make studying 
a chore. 
Reading is the visual ability to un-
derstand words and their relationlhip one 
to another. To improve reading skills you 
must encrease your capacity to 188 and 
grasp the grouping of words, or ideM, at a 
speed that is comfortable for you. The key 
is to move your eyes at a rete that allows 
your brain to absorb the main ideas printed 
on a page. 
Remember, your eyes, like fingers for the 
piano or legs for jogging, must be trained to 
be skillful. If you would like to tune up your 
reading skills, these basic steps will help. 
STEP 1 - EVALUATE YOUR READING 
HABITS 
Do you vocalize words in your mind, or 
move your lips as you rHd7 You may be 
using the childhood habit of souding out 
each word. This slows you down. 
Do strange words constllnr/y stop your 
progress? Your vocabulary needs il'n· 
proving. · 
Do you rHd every singiB word 
separtJte/y J Train your eyes to span phrases 
and to group thought units together. 
Do you have to back up snd reread very 
often? You are not paying attention. Force 
yourself to concentrate. 
Do you resd everythmg at the Slime 
speed? Your speed should vary with the 
subject matter. 
Are you rtu~ding fasttlf now then when 
you wtrre m high school? Skillful reading is 
an an and needs continual practice. 
STEP 2 - PROVIDE THE RIGHT AT-
MOSPHERE 
To read effectively, you need to set the 
scene for concentration. Pick a quiet place 
where you can read with a minimum of 
interruption. Have a pencil ready for taking 
notes. 
Most individuals find that 15 inches away 
from their eyes is a comfortable distance to 
hold a book. Make sure the lighting is good. 
Radio, television, and music, all pull your 
attention away from the wordt and ideas 
you are reading. 
STEP 3 - USE YOUR EYES EFFICIENTLY 
The eyes see printed words and transmit 
them to the brain. They are the key to how 
well you read. 
Eyes perceive words only when U..y stop 
moving or make wh11t is celled a "fixation." 
During the pause, the brain registers what 
the eyes have seen. Depending on your eye 
span, you will perceive one, two or more 
words in each fixation. The average college 
student, for example, has a span of 1.1 
words and makes 4 fixations per second. 
By increasing the number of words your 
eyes include in each fixation, you increaee 
, your reading speed. 
Train your eyes to take in more than one 
word st a time. You can meke your 8'1'88 fix 
on related words, phraees, or short lines in 
one brief stop. This sentence, for example, 
should be read in five fl~ions: "The cost 
of oil- has riseo- because of -limitad 
natural resources-and increased imports." 
VoCJJiizing words, even in your mind, 
slows down your eyes. Don't allow your 
eyes to wander backward. Try not to re-
read sentences. You will find that you 
remember more if you can keep moving 
fOfWard. This does not mean, of course, 
that you cannot review what you have 
read. 
Many p110ple nHd glaues to rt111d well. 
Blurred words, constantly tired or Itching 
eyes are signals for an eye examination. 
Don't put it off. 
This article on reading Is appearing here 
in two installments and is one of a series of 
APP STUDENT SERVICE articles 
developed by the college textbook 
publishers to help students improve their 
use of study time and learning materials. A 
complimentary booklet will be sent to you if 
you write to AAP STUDENT SERVICE, 
Association of American Publishers, Inc., 
One Park Avenue, New York, New York 
10016. 
to be continued next week 
"raise rates, lose votes" 
UPenn hike fought 
by Jay Stevens 
I CPS) - · " I'm appalled," said Steve Roth. 
" The money we pay to go here is absurd." 
Roth's academic assessment came after his 
future alma mater, the University of 
Pennsylvania, tacked an 8 percent tuition 
hike onto next year's bill. 
Roth is not alone. In this decade of 
plummeting SAT's end a lean job market. 
the only thing rising is tuition. This year, 
matriculates at Boston's Simmons College 
are faced with a nine percent increase. Next 
year, students will pay an average of 8.2 
percent more for the privilege of attending 
an Ivy league school. Tufts University has r 
seen tuition jump 119.7 percent in the last 
ten years. Since 1970, total college cosu 
have risen 70 percent. 
" Is the increase necessary? And if it is, 
why does the money have to come out of 
the pockets of the students," was the 
question asked by one New Mexico student 
who, with 1 1 colleagues, kept a cold vigil 
outsl~ the capital. The New Mexico 
legislature has slated a 62 percent tuition 
hike to be spread over the next five years. 
Most students feel the incr81188 are 
unnecessary. On Nov. 16, 4,000 Penn-
sytvenia students rellied at the capital to 
hear Pennsylvania politicians rationalize 
this year's increase. Jeering "pass the 
buck." They were treeted to the spectecle 
of Governor Milton Shapp blaming tuition 
1ncreases on the legislature, while the 
legislators, depending upon political af. 
filiation, blamed it on the other animal. 
A weeit later, 300 students congregated 
on the stepe of the Rhode Island state 
house, waving banners that reed: "rail8 our 
tuition rates, loee our votes In 78." Rhode 
Island students are angry becauee the •1.9 
miNion deficit in this year's education 
budget is being belanced by raising their 
tuition. 
The policy of passing budget deflclta 
along to students assumed classic 
proportions in Utah. Originally, Utah 
legislators had planned a tuition hike of 
only 3.3 perc~mt; but faced with a six million 
plus deficit, they upped the figura to 6.9 
percent. Then they reduced faculty-staff 
salary raites from 9.4 to 7.3 percent. The 
deficit persisted. Unable, or unwiAing, to 
make further cuts, they promptly hiked 
tuition to 9.1 percent. 
Perhaps the most novel protest is a IUit 
filed by Nonhwestem University med 
students alleging that the administration's 
proposed fi1 percent increase violates 
implied contractual agreements. The 
students point to a passage in the catalog 
which assures applicants that tuition in-
creases will be "reasonable". 
Northwestern justifies the 57 percent 
an attempt to cast off Federal "".,,..,. ... , 
specifically the new•law predicating 
acceptance of qualified Ameracan 
students from foreign med schools. 
"The idea that ~udents should 
larger percentage of the cost of 
education is wrong," claims S 
Holbrook, a Utah legislator who a~10e-.111 
no tuition increaee. "What is 
sldered is that students don't 
beneftt from much of the cost." 
A larger portion of the new money 
to stem inflation, pay heating blla and 
up faculty-staff salaries. Few students 
the necessity of such Increases. HOW'IIId 
they fail to see why their pockets ahc!Uid .. 
emptied to increaee the budgets 
alumni, public relations and 
departments, which is where part of 
19n-78 tuition hike went. 
. 
Simmons College used pert of 1a1t 
increase to fund a new Provoet's 
The move came at a time when 
·- and one would assume .Admit._,. 
duties - was dectlnlng. 
figures published in the Chronicltt 
Education, administrative lize 
creased 14 percent in the IMt five 
Gaining accea to administrative 
f~gures is one goal of the W.-c. 
Fight Education Cutbacks. Currently, 
ftgUres are not privy to the public, 
students have no way of gauging 
minlstrative bloat or the nature of 
ministrative budget cuts. 
'We don't know exactly what wu 
says Coalition member Steve 
"Students want to know that lnflrvnwtlilil 
Student lobblea aimllar to the \M10111• 
· Coalition are operating In most 
Oregon, studenb lobbied for a six 
tuition decrease rather than the abc 
increase propoeed by Gov. Bob 
The lobby planned a letter writing 
paign and grass roots organizing to 
their exclusion from the budget """..-1. 
Letter writing campaigns have 
adopted in Rhode Island and I 
the Wuttlfn Courittr, the weekly 
Western Illinois U., advi8ed a•u-t.n~l!l! 
invest 13 cents now rather than .SO 
So far, the effect of the Df'Clrt•ta 
lobbying efforts has been 
DelPrete, chairman of the 
Coalition, summed up his 
achievements as. "the coalition 
influence ... because no one was •-..... ~ .. · 
Still, organizers like DelPrete are 
that students will make themselves 
If they don't, then tuition like spring 
continue to rise. 
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Wet chess 
The WPI and Worcester State Scuba 
Cklbs have joined forces in organizing an 
UJ'jdefWater chess-checkers marathon. This 
tyent. to be held at Inland Divers pool in 
Licester on March 18·19, is designed to 
_, funds for the Rehabilitation Center of 
Wotcester. 
Three underwater games will run con· 
~ously for 24 hours. With six divers 
pi8Vlng at a time, the goal for the marathon 
11 160 diver hours. • The Rehabilitation Center of Worcester is 
1 non·profit organ~zation with a 
,otess•onal staff serving over 3,000 
pat!ents yearly. These patients suffer from 
111ch crippling diseases as Multiple $def'osls. Cerebral Palsy and Spinabifida. 
rtte care is given to children, and support 
• oeeded to continue this service. 
The WPI Scuba Club would like to ask 
.. student body and faculty for support in 
• undertaking. They will be asking non-
~ drvers to participate in the underwater 
,mas. They also need people to help run 
• event, solicit sponsors, and make signs 
I'd posters. 
Pledges based on total diver hour ac-
lllftllation or lump sum donations are now 
"accepted. 
1 you would like to help or pledge a 
... tion. wrfte the Scuba Club or call 
..., 764-1688 or 764-0604. Your help will 
NEWSPEAK 
Miller contest 
seeks entrants 
by David Weiss 
The Miller Brewing Company's 
Reclamation Contest has Started again at 
WPI. Last Wednesday, the spring contest 
officially began. There are two categories: 
one for fraternities and an open division for 
any dorms, the soronty, or other school 
groups interested in competing. 
The rules are the same as last year's 
contest. Miller bottles are worth one point 
per pound, Miller cans are worth thirty 
points per pound, and Miller keg stickers 
are worth fifty points each. Miller, Lite, and 
Lowenbreu bottles and cans are eligible for 
points. Each type of item must be In a 
different bag. The Miller truck will make its 
rounds each week and award points. 
Three prizes are given in each category. 
The first prize, with a minimum of 6000 
points, is a choice from a variety of prizes 
including a washer-dryer, a color TV, and a 
pool table or $500 cash. Second prize, with 
a minimum of 3000 points, is a choice from 
a dishwasher, a stereo. or an air hockey 
table among others or $250 cash. Third 
prize is $125 cash or a choice of a black-
and-white portable TV, an "odyuey" 
game, or a cabin tent, to name a few. 
Winners are notified within one week after 
the end of the contest 
The Miller Brewing Company thinks that 
WPI can do well in the "pick-em-up" 
• campatgn since we have a high beer 
consumptton per student. Last year, Phi 
Srg ran away with first pnze with their only 
competition coming from KAP and Zeta Psi 
who were both pretty far behind them. This 
year, maybe, more can become involved 
and see that Phi Sig does not have as easy 
a time. 
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Chess club 
shffts gear$ 
The WPI Chess Club sponsored a five 
minute chess toumament on Wednesday, 
Feb. 22. in Goddard 01 2 In this type of 
chess, each player must complete all th 
moves in five minutes or 1orfeit the gam 
The winner was Paul No t n. who wor 
eight of hrs games an so took hom 
$15.00. Tied for second place were tw 
fresh~on, 11 Ronald Con e and James 
Flanders, with six wins each, they pocketed 
$10.00 apiece. Leon LaVrolette, another 
freshman. took third place wlth five pornts, 
picking up $5.00. The Chess Club hopes to 
have more such events in :he near future. 
In other news, the two four-man teams 
are doing well in the Woceater 
Metropolitan Chess League. The A teem 
has two wins, one tie and one loss rn 
Orvision 2, while the 8 team is in first place • 
tn Drvision 3 with three wins and two tiel, 
against such teams as Worcester State, 
Shrewsbury, Oxford, and other in· 
dependent teams. The club plays at 
Worcester State every Friday night. 
OVER$650 A MONTH 
THROUGH 
If you're a junior or a senior majoring in math, physics or 
engineering, the Navy has a program you should know about. 
It's called the Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate-
Collegiate Program (NUPOC-C for short) and if you qualify, 
you can earn as much as $650 a month right through your 
senior year. Then after 16 weeks of Officer Candidate School, 
you'll receive an additional year of advanced technical 
education. This would cost you thousands in a civilian school, 
but in the Navy, we pay you. And at the end of the year of 
training, you'll receive a $3,000 cash bonus. 
It isn't easy. There are fewer than 400 openings and only 
one of every six applicants will be selected. But if you make 
it, you'll have qualified for an elite engineering training 
program. With unequaled hands-on responsibility, a $24,000 
salary in four years, and gilt-edged qualifications for jobs 
in private industry should you decide to leave the Navy 
later. (But we don't think you'll want to.) 
Ask your placement officer to set up an interview with a 
Navy representative when he visits the campus on March 13, 14, 
or contact your Navy representative at 518-4 72-4424/4462 (collect). 
If you prefer, send your resum~ to the Navy Nuclear Officer 
Program, Code 312-B468, 4015 Wilson Blvd., Arlington, 
Va. 22203, and a Navy representative will contact you directly. 
The NUPOC-Collegiate Program. It can do more than help 
you finish college: it can lead to an exciting career opportunity. 
NAVY OFFICER. 
IT'S NOT JUST AJOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE. 
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by Don CsiiiWB 
One of the newer coda areas on campus 
( mitiated last year) has its headquarters 
located deep in the inner sanctum of Keven 
Hall, in the oH1ce of Professor Desrosiers 
(KH 209DI . Code 25. Transportation 
Policies and Alternatives, is a "catch-all" 
for lOP's on transportation in general. 
Breaking the title down, under policies, one 
is to assume that hefshe wants to ac-
complish a certain goal in transportation, 
and then develop a "best approach" for 
attaining that goal. This might Include 
weighing trede·offa and concessions -
putting a value on your goal. Under the 
alternatives end of the title, Prof. Desrosiers 
sees potential studies in the economical 
balancing in one form of transport vs. 
another hail and highway, for e~<ample). 
When asked if the area leaned more 
toward technology or political, social, and 
economical as~ts, he sided w1th the 
latter. In his view, the heavy technology 
can be left for MOP's. the IQP Is largely 
people helping people. 
People helping people . .. a noble goal. 
Has it been successful In the past? The 
answer was a firm yes. In the past, work 
has been done on a bikeway proposal in 
Boston, and a study of the possibility of 
extending Amtrak service to Maine through 
either Boston or Worcester. This last 
project was done in conjunction with the 
oHice of Congressman Emery. 
Future projects would be even more 
challenging. As Prof. Desrosiers remarked, 
"I'd like to get away from the kinds of 
things we've been doing. let's decide, for 
example, we want good public transit, 
good rail transit, - then where do we go 
from there?" One such broad topic 
proposed by himself, was to analyze the 
"impact of federal grants on state and local 
transportation expenditures." Where does 
one start, I wondered. "Exactly!", he 
replied. 
Quest 
OUEST/78 haa reaerved room for an 
experiment aboard an early flight of the 
U.S. Space Shuttle. Purpoee: to help make 
the program accessible to deserving ex-
perimenters who lack ..-ources to develop 
and finance such projec1s on their own. 
QUEST/78 invites groupe or Individuals to 
submit ideas for the best use of the Shuttle 
reservation and will donate it to the winner, 
in addition to sharing the experimenter's 
NASA fees and developmental costs, 
according to financial need. 
The winning project can be in almost any 
field, ranging from aatrophysics to 
medicine, economics to molecular biology. 
But it must be an experiment that can be 
done only aboard the Space Shuttle, fit Into 
a container rneaMtrfng five cubic feet, and 
weigh less than 200 pounds. Most Im-
portant, OUEST/78 will give special 
consideration to propotels that promise 
some tangible, significant benefit to 
humankind (e.g., the eradication of disease, 
more efficient energy use, etc.). Sheer 
commercial or military projects will not be 
considered. 
Deadline for the QUESTn& Space 
Shuttle Experiment Competition is Sep-
tember 1, 1978. If you have sufficient back-
ground to design and construct an ap-
propriate project, write a succinct 
description of your idea in 500 words, en-
closing any neceuary diagrams together 
with a resume of any other information that 
would indicate your ab~ity to carry out such 
a proJect. Send your proposal and 
credentials, with 1 .tamped, self·addresaed 
en111:1ope to QUESTf78, Space Shuttle 
E)(p&riment Competition, 1133 Avenue of 
the Americas, New York. NY 10036. For 
additional information see the March/ April 
issue of OUEST n& 
Interviews 
College seniors are invited to the annual 
Career Opportunities Workshop at 
Katharine Gibbs School in Boston. The 
date: Saturday morning, March 1 1 starting 
at 9 a.m. The address: 21 Marlborough 
Street, Boston. 
Mr. Ken Keeher, director of personnel at 
Northeastern University, will discuss "How 
to Succeed in Job Interviews" and conduct 
mock interview sessions stressing the 
"Do's and Don'ts" to remember. He also 
will prescribe rules for effective resume 
writing. 
Tuesday, March 7 
Successful businesswomen represen~ 
the fields of advertising, taw, publishi 
insurance, personnel, government, a 
banking and finance will talk about thlf 
jobs and give pointers on "breaking intd! 
the1r fields. The half-hour group seaiori 
will include a question and answer J)efKq 
Pre- registrAtion is requested. For Jri1 
formation telephone M1ss Sullivan at (6171 
262·2250 or register by mail, sending namt. 
address, and name of college to ea.~ 
Opportunities Workshop, Katharine G~ 
School, 21 Marlborough Street, BostOfW 
MA 02116. 
What background would be helpful for 
students in this IQP area? "Interest is 
obvious", was the first response. Along 
with that, Prof. Desrosiers suggested some 
basic courses in economics. planning, and 
statistics would be quite useful, though not 
an absolute necessitY. Maybe some of the 
10 courses (he speculated! would be good. 
Being up at the Washington Project Center 
last term, it was noted that students often 
were gathering data. and then didn't know 
how to analyze it and draw useful in· 
ferences from the work. 
Present project proposals In this c'.lde 
area which appear likely to "take off" next 
year are an evaluation of the driver 
education program in Worcester, en 
examination of highway safety, and s\>me 
(mdefinite) railroad project. Too bad, I 
mused, that pre-registration has already 
come and gone. Desrosiers responded to 
the contrary, stating that the pre-selection 
was not a definite commitment In as much 
as it only helped to guarantee an advisor for 
a project. If one could find an advisor to 
back one up on a project, submitting a 
precise proposal by project registration day 
in April, work in this code area and others 
might still be done next year. 
Summer internships 
The Massachusetts State Senate has run 
a variety of Intern Programs for the last 
nine years. During the academic year, part· 
time and full-time unpaid internships are 
available. In the summer there Is a paid 
internship program for Massachusetts 
college juniors, seniors, and graduate 
students. !Students who will be juniors in 
the September after the internship are also 
eligible.) Interns usually are assigned to a 
Senator's office or to legislative com-
mittees. They perform such tasks as bill 
analysis, spot research, in-depth research, 
handling constituent mail and follow-up on 
constituent problems, preparing 
newsletters, attending committee or 
subcommittee meetings, drafting bills and 
amendments, and liasion with state 
agencies. 
Where does one go to get more in· 
formation on the various sub-topics 1n this 
area? "A student would see the chairman 
of the lOP area involved, in this case 
myself, and I would send him to someone 
else on the faculty with similar interests." 
With this answered, I left the room. A 
pessimist sees the tunnel around him, and 
an optimist sees the light at the end of the 
tunnel. The realist sees the tunnel, the light, 
and the next tunnel beyond. Falling in the 
latter category, this reporter hopes to step 
up the pace with two articles on code areas 
nelCt week 
Each summer a mandatory weekly 
seminar program provides the academic 
basis far many students to receive credit for 
their summer experience. The seminar 
program also gives Interns a chance to 
develop new perspectivas on their work 
and to get to know their fellow interns. 
ATTENTION MANAGEMENT MAJORS 
Management Majors are strongly e ncouraged to a Hend • n All De~Nrtment 
Conference to be held on Wednesday, March 1, at 11 a.m . In Klnnicutt Hall of 
S.lisbury Labs. Coffee a nd cooklft will be evall•ble from 10 :30 to 11:00 outsich of 
Kinnicuff Hall to permit some time for infor m• I discussion a nd refreshments. 
DiKliSSion will focus on course programs a nd aarMrs available for students 
contemplating a fu ture In some aspect of management. Time will be allotect for 
your questions •nd your concerns. 
This conference is bemg held to assist you in beHer utilizing your opportunities 
at WPI. Please make an effort to aHend. 
OFF CAMPUS PROJECT 
Coppus Engineering and Programmable Calculators. 
Salesmen in the f ield need acceaa t o the company's 
computer program, RANTOM. 
GOAL: Modify RANTOM and write the program for t he 
HP-97 or similar programmable calc!JI&tor. 
ADVISOR: John F. W ild , Olin 220. 
The summer program will begin June 
and will run for seven weeks, ending 
July 21, 1978. The experience Is dAt1inn. .. 
to give a working knowledge of 
Massachusetts Senate to students from 1 
variety of disciplines. 
Ten college students will be chosen til 
work in the offices of State Senators or fot 
legislative committees. They will also • 
tend a weekly seminar. Interns may 
that they can negotiate with their school 
receive credit. 
Students will be paid a stipend of 
for the summer. 
This program is open to any colleg~ 
junior, senior or graduate student who is 1 
Massachusetts resident. 
Because we wish to give as many in-
dividuals as possible an Internship e• 
perience, anyone who has had either e paid 
or unpaid Internship in the M&ISSl!IChl 
legislature is not eligible for this program. 
Selection will be made based on the 
following criteria: personal statement. 
grades, geographic distribution, affirmatlw 
action and references. 
For return of application: March 15, 197& 
For decision: May 1, 1978. 
Applications available at OGCP Wash-
burn, 3rd floor. 
CAREER &COUNTRY 
GAIN A REWARDING PROFESSIONAL CAREE R 
WHIL E YOU SERVE YOUR COUNTRY 
The Navy off~• cNIIIenftnt S~l Trarntng Programs and Scholarstup& 
tt.t can chanta your antire outlook on life. Current open119 tnclude 
• ENGINEERING e BUSINESS MANAGEMENT e MEDICAl SCHOLARSHIPS 
• AVIATION e SUAFACE LINE e AND OTHERS 
1 nlarvtaws by appcuntmant on campu~ Feb. 7. S.a your C•-
Piacemant Otftcer for addtttOntl onformattOn. 
FOf adc:lttoonaltnformaloon call (617) 223 6216 or wrote to N.vv Offoc« 
Provamt, NAD Boston, 575 Technology Squwe, C.mbndga, MA 02139 
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Win-
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Coming of age in Tequila means learning 
two ver)r important things •.. 
how to hold up your je~s with a 
Cuervo belt buckle ... 
and how to mix your Margarita by the 
Cuervo pitcherful. 
Since you're ab·eady into the taste of Cuervo Gold, yott 'lllike getting into these 
Cuervo artifacts: 
The Jose Cuervo Belt Buckle in pewter tone metal. One size fits any belt; $2.50. 
The Jose Cuervo Margarita Pitcher. A roomy pottery pitcher (guaranteed lead free) that holds manly-size portions; $4.99. 
1b have either, fill out the coupon below and send it off to ow· American hacienda. 
------., 
'lbuu __ 
Na~------------~-------------
Add~-------------------------
Cily.c__ ___ Stat.ec__ ___ Zip_ ___ _ 
Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
• CUERVO ESP£CIAI..T£0UILA 80 PROOf IMPORT£0 AND 80TIL£D BY C 1971 HCU8l(IN, INC HARTfORD. CONN ... 
--------------------
-Mark Hecker 
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Striker 
by Maureen Higgms 
Striker's debut album of the same name 
on Arista is full of heavy metal sounds and 
not half bad either. The jacket reads "Made 
Loud to Be Played Loudl" My fingers 
recoiled Overcom1ng my apprehension, I 
proceeded to play the record I both aides) 
end found It wasn't that hard to swallow, 
not at all hke cherry cough svrup. Striker, 
formerly R d Rosburg Cobvtously a 
shde, and acousttc gutter). Randle's work 
on the keyboards adds greatly to their 
sound whtle hts vocals are throaty, raspy, 
often overpowered by the groups strong 
mstrumcntals. "More Than Enough" 
typifies their sound. "On My Way" is a 
tunny tune - loud, pulstng. And when the 
vocals screech through " Somebody Help 
Me," attention! By far thetr best tune, ''By 
Your Stde". i$ a controlled Dave Mason·like 
name chan w n order) Is A1ck Taylor 
(drums, p r us n background vocals), 
Scott Rosburg lead and background 
vocals. bass, rhythm, and acoustic guitar), 
Rick Randle !lead and background vocals, 
key boards. lead, rhythm, and acoustiC 
guitar) and Rick Ramierz (lead, rhythm, 
.. origmar. It's so good It negates the not so 
good yeah, yeah, yeah sound of "Running 
In The Wrong Lane.'' The self proclaimtng 
song, "We Got The Power," tS hopeful -
best of luck to 'em. The boys have talent, 
need refinement, and look promtslng. Keep 
an eye open for Striker. 
Welcomed relief 
by M.u,., Higgins 
Berry Drake cert.linly wn a "welcome 
relieft" In the dimly lit Wedge, forty Of 10 
students enjoyed his curious mix of story 
telling and folk einging. His mu..a stvte 
t"Mg8d from eouthem rock to baiWdl to 
bluet. DrMe ~ included a touching 
rendition of " Somewhere Over The 
RMlbow." Other commendlble efforts 
included "Walking Bluee." a danical blues 
number written by Robert Johneon, end 
"Fallen Star," the Md, but true Wle of 
Dr.ke' s encounter with his one time idol, 
Phil Oakes, at the time of his demlee. The 
pereona1 comments bestowed on each 
Macbeth 
Mecbltfh, Shakeepeere'a powerful drema 
lbout a man who would be King. opena at 
New Englend Rep on Thursday, March 18, 
fOf a sewn-week run at the Rep'a Crown 
H11 pleyhouae. Perfonna~.c=- wil be .,.,., 
Thurwday, Friday, and Saturdly at 8 p.m. 
until the 29th of April. This long-aw.ited 
production is the fourth in the Rep' • seeeon 
of classic entertainment. 
The seven-member enaemble for thll 
production will play all of the roles in 
· Shakespeare's lengthy lilt of characters. 
Jon Knowles, Artistic Director of the 
company, will be playing Macbeth. Alice 
Rhoades will be playing Lady Macbeth. Bill 
Santo, Frances Robertson, Mark Diek· 
mann, Wendy Hazen, and Bill McCann will 
be playing the thirty-odd other characters. 
Jon, who has designed, directed, and 
performed in all of this season's produc· 
wcuw 
WORCESTER, Ma. - WCUW-FM. 91.3 
will celebrate International Women's Day 
on Wednesday, March 8 with an entire day 
of spectal programmtng. WCUW·FM wtll 
begtn this tribute to working women 
throughout the world at 6:00 a.m. with an 
early morning music program followed by a 
program entttled " Bread and Roses: 
Women in Labor Unions" at 8:40 a.m. 
Special programs to commemorate this day 
will be presented throughout the day until 
3:00 a.m. the following mornmg. 
Randy Wynne, Program Director at 
WCUW FM feels that " thts day of 
programming is signtficant not only as a 
celebration of working women's con· 
tributton to our soctety, but it also gtves 
recognition to the outstandtng work 
women at WCUW have been dotng." 
Randy shorted 
(Rolling Stonel Randy Newman's hit 
stngle " Shon Peoplo" has been banned by 
several radto stations follow•ng complaints 
lly trate listeners Despite the ruckus, the 
s1ngle was recently Number Three w1th a 
bullet an Record World, and sales were 
approach1ng gold status 
Rollmg Stone reports that most of the 
pmt s1zed seem to have taken It In stride. 
But Mrs Norma Kempner, pres1dent of 
" Shorties are Smarter," Is trytng to con· 
vmce Paul Anka to wnte a rebuttal. And 
400 short people held a party In a 
Washmgton hotel that was l 1ghlighted by 
the throwtng of eggs at a Randy Newman 
poster Newman, meanwh1le, is " surprised 
by the reaction,' ' and is at work on a "wider 
10!\Uit.' ' 
number and the small talk Interjected 
between songs resulted in en intimate 
atmoephere each ~n in tht. audience 
could feel. Drake'a last appear81K:e In the 
Worcester area waa et Hotv c"*, ei4Mwt 
years ago - apparently he's -a•l••• An 
ot..ver of people and timl, he'l con-
tentedly resigned to the good end bid of 
the mutic industry - coffee hoUII ep-
pleole, recording buainesl, tong hours, and 
the anonymity. Barry Drake did a fine job 
relieving the minority of the WPI com-
munity who attended hit performa~ from 
the incellant dilc:o 10 pnNIIent today. 
tiona, will again be WOftdng in his m~~ny 
~Alice, who came to the Rep 1t* 
v-arafteraMMOn at High TOf In Fitchburg 
and from Teus whirs she studied and 
worked in tt.tre, '* eppeared this 
....an In Dracula and 1M Only "'--ouq of 
En.. Bil McCann, who wea lidlliued by a 
back injufy, h• ...covered sufflclentty to be 
beck on stage with the ....,ble for the 
opening on the 18th. 
Jon commented: "It ia said that the p&ay 
is cursed and harm will come to those who 
play it. We think we've licke<i the curav by 
appeasing Shakespeare's ghost with a 
production concept and execution that 
does what he meant the play to do." 
New England Repertory Theatre's in· 
ttmate playhouse ts located at the corner of 
Oxford and Chatham Streets near 
downtown Worcester. The playhouse seats 
only 99, so reservattons are recommended, 
particularly for those living at some 
dtstance from Worcester. The theatre's 
phone number is 798·8685. Free off-street 
parking in an attended lot is available for all 
performances 
Outlaws/ Sea level 
by Msurettn Higgins 
Hoving missed much of Sea Level's act 
what can one say? You'd be surprised. 
They ended their set with a rousing version 
of " Tidal Wave" bringing the crowd to tts 
feet and Sea Level to en encore of "Wake 
Up Mama," an Allman Brothers tune. They 
played a good mixture of songs from their 
two albums with the first being south rock 
sprinkled with jazz and the second, jazz 
sparked with southern flavor. As always, 
Chuck Leavell was dynamite on the 
keyboards. Following such a dynamic 
group, the Outlaws seemed too stylized, 
almost to the pomt of monotony. Their set 
up is most unusual - two sets of drums 
with four guitarists across the front of the 
stage. The Outlaws lyrics are well written, 
unfonunately the vocals were eo fuzzy and 
Indistinct that they could not be fully ap. 
predated. They opened with the title track 
off their latest album, "Hurry Down 
Sundown." "Just For You," from tneir first 
American release, was well done. Yet, 
strange as it may seem their encore was the 
highlight of their set, not because It 
signified the end, but because it IS by far 
thetr best known song - "Green Grass and 
High Tides." The crowd went wild and 
thronged toward the stage. The teed 
guitarist teased into a frenzy tne fans 
commg just beyond their reach. Nothing 
could have topped that and needleaa to say 
the end came too aoon - doesn't it 
always? 
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PRAETIEAL EDiiiDEERIDG 
tar a •• individual 
The held of Nuclear Power IS one o f the keys to our natron's 
energy problems . If you 1re • college Jun1or or Senror with 
et least 1 year of colll!ge phy11cs 1nd mlthemaucs through 
mtegrll calculus. you may qu1lrfy for 1 reward1ng end chal · 
tengsng career '" Nuclear Power wnh unhmtted advancement 
opportunrty and unusually attractrve btnef1ts cncludmg 
• Tra1mngsatary of S14 ,000, double your salary In 4 yeau 
• Free mcdccal, dental care 
• 30 days patd vacat1on annually 
• Fmanced IJ"IdU.U! proyram available 
• Excellent rctuemC!nt plan 
• Free vacation 11avel avaclablc 
• lmmed1ate college scholarshcps avaclable 
tntcncew wtth the Nuclc~tr Power Manager on campus Mar. 13 & 14 
Seo your Career Placement Oflccor for add111onal mformat1on 
l'rUCLEAR POWER MANAGER 
Navy Recrutt.ng 
575 Technology Square, Cambrtdge, MA 02139 
Tuesday, March 7, 1978 
Adirondack Institute: 
On mountains and authors 
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y. - You 
stand braced against the granite edge of 
the mountain top, hung perilously between 
heaven and eanh. The w ind ripples through 
your clothing, and far below the tree tops 
sway. A heady mixture of fear and 
exhileretion tingles through your body. 
You lean into the ropes, and, moving 
your feet cautiously over the rock, back off 
the cliff edge into the sky. In a moment you 
find yourself facing the sheer rock of the 
diff, and with a rush of elation, you glide 
down the ropes earthward. 
This is one of the many experiences 
provided by the Adirondack Institute in 
their summer mountain journeys. Located 
at Skidmore College In Saratoga Springs, 
New York, the Institute uses the Colorado 
Rockies, the Adirondack mountains, and 
the wilds of northern Ontario as departure 
points from the conventional in education 
by offering three-credit hour literature 
cou~MS where all instruction takes place 
outdoors. 
Participants complete their reading on 
their own before gathering at the field lites 
for ten days of fleld instruction - which In 
the mountain courses includes rock 
climbing, rappellng. and river fording. 
The program has been 110 successful 
over the past five years that it hes at-
tracted students from over 100 collflgea In 
25 states. The credit earned in the Institute 
courses is usually transferable beck to the 
student's home institution. 
Profeaor Jonathan Fairbanks, creator 
end direc1or of the Adirondack Institute, 
eKpliins that "the progrem is Intended to 
be a variation on the traditional academic 
courses, and Is meant to supplement, not 
rePJece them.'' 
What is different about the Institute'• 
summer courses? " Most literature courses 
taught· In the classroom are eeeentlalty an 
irltetlectual exercise," Fairbanks explains. 
"This program takes literature and test8 it 
against experience." 
With eKcitement he recalls last summer 
.hearing a pack of coyotes yelping along a 
mountain ridge directly above the group'a 
camp. All of the students were spellbound 
as they lay In their sleeping bags listening to 
the wild sounds of coyotes running in the 
moonlight. 
A former Outward Bound instructor in 
Colorado and In England, Fairbanks' 
wilderness eKperience ranges from climb-
lng in the New Zealand Alps to canoeing 
white water in the United States and 
Canada. He began his university teaching 
career in New Zealand and taught English 
for seven years at the State University of 
New York before establishing the 
Adirondack Institute at Skidmore. 
The Adirondack course includes writings 
by Hemingway, Faulkner, London, and 
Frost, while titles suet. as " Tough . Trip 
Thrbugh Paradise," " The Big Sky," and 
" The Comanches" sprinkle the Colorado 
reading list. The Canadian course em-
phasizes exploration literature. 
The groups are co-ed and are comprised 
of 12 students and two instructors. Dr. 
Anne LaBastllle, noted Adirondack guide 
and author of "Woodswoman,•: is among 
the Instructors who assist Fairbanks in the 
field. 
The program is open to ell un-
dergraduates and other intenNSted adults, 
and welcomes non-credit applicants as well 
as those seeking credit. Further information 
can be obtalned by writing Adirondack 
Institute, Dana Hall, Skidmore College, 
Saratoga Springa, New York 12866. 
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lassifieds: 
EDITOR'S NOTE: 
Due to the ever-increasing ~umber of notices that pour 
into our office weekly, and in the interests of making 
the paper easi._er to read, all notices will now appear 
under the "Ciassifieds" logo. All notices and 
, 
classifieds may be dropped off in the NEWSPEAK 
office before 12:00 p.m. on Saturday. 
• PERSONAL: "Boyfriend bites Girl' a Finger 
off." "Girlfriend Revenges." 
WANTED: Word counter to count copy for 
Newspe11k. Reasonable pay. If interested 
contact Tom Polito, Box 2341 or call 753-
1411 eKt. 464. 
WPI BOOKSTORE SALE: While they last. 
HtiWftJtt "-ck11rd CMcullltor-8. HP-21, t66.00 
plus tax; HP-25A, $97.00 plus tax; HP-25C, 
$125.00 plus tax; HP-29C, $160.00 plus tax. 
March 8 through 14, 1978 only. 
ROOMMATE needed for apartment for D 
term. Five minute walk from Tech. Own 
room. $86 per month. 766-4511 . 
MARCH MASQUERADE MIXER: 
Saturday, March 11, Alden Hall. Music by 
FUGHT. Proceeds benefrt Worcester Big 
Brothers- Sisters. Prize for best costume. 
8:()().1 :00. 
FREE LECTURE: " Inner space - The final 
Frontier" will be the topic of a spedaf 
lect\Jre on Transcendental Meditation, 
supernormal abilitiM, and enlightenment. 
The lecture will be held March 7 at 8:00 
p.m. in Higgins 107. All welcome. 
COLLEGE POETRY REVIEW: The National 
Poetry Press announces the closing date 
for the submiseion of manuscripts by 
College Studenta Is April 1. Any Strident 
attending either junior or senior college ia 
eligible to submit his verse. There i8 no 
limitation as to form or theme. Shorter 
worb are preferred because of space 
limitations. Each poem must be typtld or 
printed on a separate sheet, and muat beer 
the Nsme and HorM Addrea of the 
student, and the College Addrn$ • well. 
M11nuscdpts should be sent to the Office of 
the Press, Netion.l Poetry Pre#, Box 218, 
Agour11, C11. 91301. 
WANTED: Used drawing - drafting table. 
Contact WPI, BoK 1167. 
adidas ·-~~ ... 
Noaa ... Tea 
Cheah Accepted 
laW 
JOGGING • TENNIS 
BASKETBALL-CASUALS 
With Student 10 o· Slzes4~-15, Women•s Sizes 4·11 
HUST N'S WOICISJIIaNr•• St•••• a..wei-S.Wth M8ll IAHKAMIItCUO.MASJH CH._ 
CHECK YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER FOR THEATRE LISTING 
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Wilson top 10 in nation 
by Barry Aronson 
Dave Wilson worked his way through the 
fnt three rounds of this year's N.C.A.A. 
Division Ill National Wrestling Cham· 
pionships, which were held at Wheaton 
College and ended last Saturday, before 
being d,.feated in the quarter finals, placing 
him among tha top ten 118 pound wrestle,.. 
1n the nation. 
Wilson received a by.; in the first round, 
but then had to face the second aaeded 
wrestler, Ortenzio of Gettysburg College. 
Ortenzio placed fifth and sixth in the last 
two nationals, respectively, but was 
defeated by Wilson, 5-2. Wi!M>n then 
defeated Penotti of Montclair State 14-7. 
Wilson, who had a regular 88&10n record 
of 14-1, was pinned in the quartec finals by 
Collie of Millersville State College. Zendle, 
of Williams College, then beat Wilson 6-3 in 
the consolation match. 
Wilson qualified for the nationals by 
placJng .second in the New Englands. After 
registering easy 8-0, and 28-2 wins In the 
preliminary and quarter final, Wilson beat 
Rocco of Southern Connecticut State 
College ~2 and moved into the finals. In 
the finals he was beaten by Hawes of 
Springfield College 10-6. 
Tony Masullo, wrestling at 134 pounds, 
also qualified for the t~ationals, but was 
eliminated in firat round action. He placed 
fourth in the New Englande, losing to 
Barkhouse of Southern Connecticut State 
College 15-1. Barkhouse went on to win the 
New England Championship. 
Also placing in the New Englands W88 
Marshall Houskeeper. Houakf8P8r, a frelh.. 
man, placed sixth after losing to McQuiggin 
of Mass. Maritime a-. and ended the 
season with a 12·3 record, including six 
pins. 
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Wpmen end season 
by J. Gordon Gregory 
Last week, in their last home game of the 
season, the WPI Women's Basketball team 
rolled over the girls from Babson, 68-39. It 
wasn't a very exciting match-up, as it 
seemed that WPI couldn't have lost if they 
had wanted to, which they didn't. The 
game went smoothly from the beginning, 
with WPI scoring two points for every 
Babson point, to make it 31-16 at the half. 
Sophomore Janet Hammerstrom had a 
total of 26 points fqr the night, including 
frve for six from the foul line. In addition, 
both freshman Sue Almeida and Junior Pat 
Keough had perfect records from the line. 
Babson marked the end of WPI's regular 
season, but even before the game, most of 
the girls were looking ahead to the State 
Tournament to be played at the end of the 
week. WPI was ranked second in the state 
according to the official seeding, with arch-
rival Clark U. ranked first. This meant that 
Tech wouldn't face Clark until the finals, 
that ia, if both teams made it that far. 
Before the quarter-finals on Thursday, it 
looked as if Clark would easily romp over 
the eighth-ranked North Adams and go on 
to defeat the winner of the StonehiU-Mt. 
Holyoke game on Friday to reach the finals 
scheduled for Saturday. 
The toumament attitude at WPI was that 
Tech had the ability to beet any team to 
make it to the finals, where Clark would 
give Tech a hard, but not impoalble, time. 
WPI was slated to play Brandeis In the 
quarter-finals. a team that Tech had beaten 
(by three points) in the regular aeuon. 
Confidence was high that WPI would 
advance past Brandeis to play the winner of 
the Amherst-Wheaton match, and thence 
to the finals, where the opposition was sura 
to be Clark. 
But things are not always as they seem. 
The Brandeis game was a hard, tough, 
see-saw match, but WPI had managed a 
31 ·24 separation at half-time. It was during 
half·t1me that the shocking news came. 
Eighth ranked North Adams State had 
defeated first seed Clark University, 52-48. 
By some fluke, the Clark coach had 
neglected to put down the name of Pat 
Decaire on the team roster which was 
turned in to the toumarnent officials weeka 
earlier. Pat had had a big hand in Clark's 
defeat of WPI on Feb. 16, and as point 
guard, waa a central member of their telm. 
Clark found out that she could not play only 
minutes before their game was to begin. 
The resulting psychological let down 
enabled N. Adams to post the big upset. To 
say that members of the WPI team were. 
relieved would be an undefttatement. With 
the only real serious consideration out of 
the way, the Tech squad could taste the 
State Championship. 
There was a game to be won first, 
though, and WPI came out for the second 
half of the Brandeis game ready to get It 
over with. It almost got overwith the 
wrong way, however, 88 Brandeis came 
back to give WPI a serious challenge. 
Although Brandeis actually led for a few 
moments, WPI managed to pull awly 
toward the end and finally defeeted 
Brandeis, 72-58. Janet Hammerstrom had 
30 points and Mary Donovan had 23 in the 
high scoring effort that put WPI one game 
closer to the State Championship. 
Wheaton had defeated Amhenn, and eo 
Friday WPI would play Wheaton in the 
semi-finals. Spirits were high on Friday, 
with the knowledge that Wheaton had only 
hustle and no talent. Still, most of the 
minds of the WPI players were on the 
defeat of Clark. One must admit. things 
looked very good for Tech; after the 
quarter-finals were over, WPI was the only 
team ranked in the top four that was still in 
the toumament. If one went by ranking 
alone, WPI had the Championship in hand. 
But things are not always 88 they seem. 
On Friday, Wheaton hid a good day and 
WPI didn't, At the end of the first half, WPI 
was losing by 11 points. In the second half, 
WPI's comeback effon came close, but 
every time Tech would gain ground, 
Wheaton would score quickly to stay on 
top. At the end, WPI was five point11 shan 
and all hopes of a State title vanished, 81· 
66. Top scorers J. Hammerstrom and M. 
Donovan had only half the points of the 
previous day in Fridays losing effort. Coach 
Sue Chapman said of the loss, "They just 
couldn't m1ss. Bad calls destroyed us. and 
on top of it all, we just had a bad day." 
Next week, full statistics of this years 
team, along with some speculations about 
.next year. 
REMEMBER THE NEWSPEAK PHOTO HUNT? 
We have finally picked a winner. James A. Connor, 
. 
a WPI Freshman has won a six-pack of Michelob. -
Congratulation. 
Backganunon 
• HU.MOS 
• MEAT PIES 
• SPINACH Pl~S 
• SYRIAN CLUbS 
• Pll.Ar 
• • SALADS 
··-·-·-· ----·--·~ 
S HISH KfbA~ DlNN.Etz.e, 
SHiSH KEBAB ClU5~ 
JBA7C..C.AW'~ 
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Indoor soccer 
by Rory O'Connor 
It's not often that you can find me awake 
1t 7 AM on a Sunday, let alone doing 
eomething. February 26 was a different 
case. though, as Mark Hecker and 1 ac-
cepted the invitation of the indoor soccer 
team to cover their match against UConn at 
Storrs 
This match was a bit unusual in thet the 
two teams are the same number of 
divisions apart. This was a challenge match 
le workout, as the UConn coach was to pit 
It later), With our divis1on thr&e team trying 
to outplay the division one, always strong 
UConn squad. Some of the players rode 
down with us, and the mood didn't seem 
that of "the tough game". It was very 
relaxed, jovial, and conversational; yet. It 
was somehow charged at the same time. 
There was a winning spirit 1n that van. 
We arrived to find the doors to the field 
house locked. Some banging and 
~Creaming produced a confused looking 
student who let us in the door. While the 
players dressed, the journalists surveyed 
the field of play: An open space the size of 
ttvee basketball court widths In length, and 
the width of one court length. If that 
10unds confusing, you've kept up with us 
10 fer. The sidelines were practically non-
lllistent. so we opted to tuck into a corner 
,.xt to the WPI bench. 
The player count was not as optimistic as 
we t'lad hoped. On our end were two 
tubstitutes for three 30-mlnute periods. 
UConn could have fielded two complete 
1111'1\S of seven players and then some. We 
*> learned that among UConn's squad 
were an All-New England player and an 
Olympic team player. We had no seniors 
lnd only two regular season starters. It was 
beginning to look stacked. 
WPI's play bell~ their seeming disad-
vantage, though. as the engineers played • 
solid, consistent first period. Through some 
fancy foot (and head) work, goals by 
Richard Utzahneider and Fouad I Leo) Kaabl 
put WPI ahead by a score of two to one, 
the Husky goal coming from the foot of 
Medrick Innocent. The period had it's toll, 
though, as the squad was tired. So few 
substitutes kept everybody running. We 
wondered if they could keep it up. 
The contest was unique in another 
aspect: there were no officials. Coach Alan 
King explained that the team's budget is so 
small that the choice Is playing Without 
officials or not playmg. There was sur-
prisingly couneous behavior by both teama 
through the next period, which saw the 
Huskies tie it up with goals by Wilbert 
Cadet and Medrick Innocent, to WPI's one 
score by Leo Kaabi. The engineers were 
starting to pass less and make more 
mistakes. Chasing the ball was common 
and was wearing them out. At the end of 
the period, the coach warned them to play 
the pass. 
While Mark scurried around snapping 
pictures las is his wont), I watched the 
players on the bench. No one came in until 
they were exhausted, and then was 
disappointed with himself for not having 
played one-hundred percent. It is a tribute 
to their skill that the UConn coach kept his 
two star players in during most of the 
contest, yet WPI held the tie going In to the 
last period. 
One hard-earned goal by the Huskie'a 
Innocent was the story of the "workout". 
Nobody kicked themselves afterward. "We 
held our own," said team member Thom 
Hammond. Coach King responded "They 
played very, very well." 
We believe it. They're ready to take on all 
comers, and I'll guarantee they'll take them 
all. 
Nestor - MVP 
by Barry Aronson 
Last Sunday night the Worcester Area 
Basketball Coaches, Sports Writers, and 
Sports casters held a banquet at the 
Sheraton-Lincoln Inn in honor of the most 
Ylluable players of Worcester area college 
bllketball teams. 
Mark Nestor was named the MVP for 
WPI. Nestor was the second player In 
WPI's history to average 60 percent for 
lilld goals, shooting .603 for the season. 
John Broderson, who shot .594 this year, 
VIII the first player to break 60 percent, 
ending last year's season with a .626 
Mrage. 
Nestor started all 21 games and was the 
leading scorer for the Engineers In 10 
games. He averaged 8.4 rebounds per 
game and managed the highest individual 
single-game points total for the team by 
scoring 32 in WPI's 107-95 game against 
Bates. 
Despite the B-13 losing season, there 
were two WPI records broken. Kevin 
Doherty had 187 assists for the year, 
breaking the record of Hll assists he set 
last year. Doherty lead in assists every 
game this sea.on. The other record was 
John Sices' 38 blocked shots, breaking 
Broderson's old record. 
- Mark Hecker 
Mark Nestor [40]. Nestor averaged 60 percent for field goals and is 
WP/'s M. V.P. 
HI&HLAID PHARMACY 
104 HIGHLAN D STREET WORCESTER, MASS. 
PillE lll-1114 
10% DISCOUIT 
o n m oat drug store n eeds w ith WPI 1.0 . 
Thom Hammond (9] goes aher the ball. - Maf't( Hecker 
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Barghout is all N.E. 
by FrtJnlc Laahy 
. ~ong jump s~cialist John Barghout 
hmshed up an Impressive mdoor track 
season by placing 5th in the New Eng lands 
held at Harvard's new sports complex, lasi 
weekend. Jumping in memory of the recent 
death of h1s grandfather, e former Boston 
Marathon runner t 1 918·1920) and 
marathon swimmer, John receiVed AU-New 
England honors with a jump of 22' -6". 
Re -ceppmg the season, 1n mid-
December. John placed first at MIT with a 
JUmp of 22' 1 ~ ·• beating Kim V1sparis. a 
top New England performer, n1cknamed 
lhe "Human Spring" At Bentley, 22'-2Y2" 
was good enough for his second win. Aher 
a long lay·off over intercession John 
jumped a petS!'"'-' hoctt ··~tk 11 22.· -8 y,." 
cHort, only Y2" shy of the Holy Cross field 
house record, again winning the event for 
WPI In the last meet before the New 
Eng lands. John was able to place 6th m the 
Easterns at Southern Conn. State College. 
Looking forward to the outdoor season. 
there is httle doubt that John will be one of 
WPI's most conSIStent performers and 
point scorers. He is looking forward to 
continued improvement outdoors, and to 
qualifymg for national competition This 
w1ll be an exc1t1ng year for spring track, 
whh as many as six team members looking 
10 qualify for national compet1tron It was 
r.mly three seasons ago that the WPI track 
team went undefeated. An undefeated 
season this year 1s 1n the offing. 
......... y. .... 
Tech Old Timera. Gordon Ulllnti'Y'8.,..Iftlld-.~1 .. -. 
Torch Club, Morp11 C. I ••· 
Lecture, ··New V._ Throu ... ~ •• 91~1Jtl4llliii•~-IC 
Prl4oy. M•rch 10 
MoJttlay, Merch 11 
